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THE MOORE BITL1)ING

Anniversary, after the Alumni meeting, everyone gathered for the dedication of the Moore Building, the gift of Mr. Paul Moore, '04, who has not
A
only presented the School with an excellent, well-furnished class-room building
T

but also, through an additional gift, has assured its proper maintenance in the
yearsto come.
All the Mathematics classes in the School \vill be held in Moore, which,
moreover, within a few steps of the School House and of the Payson Laboratory,
provides sufficient additional class-room space to make possible henceforth the
holding of classes in all subjects in this one part of the School grounds. No longer
will boys and men scurry back and forth between periods over great stretches
of paths, wondering why in all the hundred years of the School's existence the
Chapel bells and the various Study clockshave never been synchronized!Whereas we havebeen hurried and late before, we shall now be leisurely and efficient,
as we profit from the developmentof the academic center of the School'scampus.
The class-rooms of Moore are sunny and spacious; and they are equipped
with modern desk arrangements and with the ample blackboard space that is
dear to the heart of a Mathematics teacher. There extends across the southern
end a large handsome room which will be used for lectures given to the upper
Forms by the Mathematics and English Departments. This room will also be
available for the many meetings and gatherings which take place during the
School year thus freeing areas which have been overtaxed. One room in the
building has been set aside for a Tvlathematics library where the boys can read
and study, and undoubtedly the Mathematics Society will hold its meetings in
the building.
Moore is a wonderful and welcomeaddition to the School community, and
many boys over the years will appreciate its attractive qualities as a place in
which to learn their lessons.
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